NAME BEN
Northampton, UK
(Also Logan, but that doesn't sound as nice)

"Handsome" - my grandma
"Funny" - My mum
"Talkative" - everyone

Y
3rd Year of BSc (Biomedical Science), Internal

Every five years I break one or both of my arms and this is a
breaking year
I can't hula hoop and I really want to learn so if you can do
that, please come teach me
I also foster kittens and puppies so that's pretty cool I think

If you pretend to have a UK accent
people will think you're much more
intelligent than you actually are
and I am a prime example of this.

Easily the Redroom chips, that
and taking up space in the law
library so law students can't use it

PS. make sure you pick the right
accent as unfortunately some UK
accents resemble speech
impediments over anything else
(looking at you Glasgow)

DAVID
NAME DAVID
NAME BEN
Sydney

Easy-going Planner Helpful
N
2nd year Bachelor of Science (Biomed Major, internal)
I love Tennis
I love Soccer
I am Korean

Make the most of every
opportunity, whether academic or
extracurricular, and enjoy
yourself!

Spending time with friends

DERRICK
NAME DERRICK
Sydney

I like sushi
N
3rd Year Bachelor of Biomedical Science (Internal)
- I've watched the entirety of Hamilton on Disney+ 4 times
- I think pineapple actually makes pizza better
- A kid on a bike threw a stick at me and it keeps me up at
night :(

Use Google Maps instead of UQ
Maps !! And instead of Translink !!
Damn Google should hire me

The Phizz food court
because there's a GYG there

DYLAN
NAME DYLAN
Brisbane

DYlan for DYnamic , DYlan for
DYligent (ok im stretching it now),
Friendly :)

N

2nd year bachelor of science biomed major (internal)
I enjoy travelling, planning to go on exchange overseas next
year maybe
I have an insatiable urge to gamble my cash in every claw
machine I see.
I add milk then cereal... It works!

Stay on top of your studies but
don't let your studies stay on top
of you, have some fun you've
made it to uni!

Probably the relaxing bus ride
home listening to music after a
turbulent but productive day at
uni.

EDWARD
NAME EDWARD
Chill, kind, resilient

Sydney

N
3rd year Bachelor of Science majoring in biomed (internal)
I like martial arts, especially BJJ, and
also fishing and reading!

Make good friends!

Going through the
journey with friends

ELAINE
NAME ELAINE
Ambitious, Optimistic, Dedicated

Sydney, NSW

N
3rd Year, Biomedical Science (Internal)
1. I have a million little hobbies and I always like to try new
things so I definitely have something in common with you
2. I can deadlift 100kg
3. I really like rhythm games

If an opportunity arises and you
know you want to take it, take it! It's
normal to feel nervous/scared when
you step out of your comfort zone,
but you don't regret it.

Friends and foodtrucks during
SWOTVAC, and the freedom and
control you get with your life.

GLORY
NAME GLORY
Melbourne, Victoria

Compassionate, Attentive and Chill

N
Third Year of Biomedical Science (Internal)
- You won't catch me singing unless I'm at home or
during karaoke
- I can talk endlessly about technology (but mostly Apple
)
- I used to frequent Merlo every morning I had classes

Love spending time with friends
Learn to balance uni with other
commitments. Lean on your friends either relaxing or studying
together, especially in the big
and family for support.
collaboration rooms around UQ
campus

HELGA
NAME HELGA
Sydney, NSW

Foodie, Approachable, Honest

N
3rd year biomed sci internal
Big fan of watching the tennis - Federer’s the
I like going to the beach, cooking, eating out and doing
random fun stuff w friends
Always down for a chat

It’s your first of many years at uni
so work hard but play harder

Having a chat with people I
walk past on campus

HYUNN
NAME HYUNS
Friendly, Chaotic(?), Straightforward

Sydney

N
3rd year BSc majoring in biomed (internal)
1 - I have rolled my ankle like 7 times playing basketball and
had to take the green whistle (morphine thing)
2 - My name is based off my Korean name, but it's
pronounced Hans.
3 - I love doing some watercolour when I have time.

Meet lots of people make a lot of
friends. STAY INTERNAL.

The people and the pracs.

IRIS
NAME IRIS
Sydney

Terrible at karaoke
N
Third year of Bsc - Biomedical Science (internal)
- I’m deeply invested in British comedy TV shows
- I briefly worked as an night time cleaner for a hospital clinic
- Six years ago, I came fourth in a Harry Potter trivia contest
and I will not shut up about it

Take advantage of Kampus
The cool walkway that goes
Kitchen’s free dinners. Keep up with around the lake (saw a turtle
your lectures otherwise you’ll watch there once)
them all in the night before your
genetics mid-sem and get 46%

JOANNA
NAME JOANNA
funny, bubbly, chatty

Brisbane

N
2nd year of BSc (Biomed major and internal)
Obsessed with cheesy romcoms, the cornier the better!
Absolute foodie, will drive anywhere for good food
Sucker for good views, would go anywhere for a good
hike/bushwalking track/lookout

You should embrace the social
aspects of university to the best of
your ability because going through uni
with a great group of friends makes
your experience THAT much better.

This might sound odd, but the libraries!
That's where I have unproductive study
sessions with friends that end up being
productive when we have finals fast
approaching.

MATTHEW RICE
RICE
NAME MATTHEW
Brisbane

Five foot nine
N
2nd Year BSc maj Biomed (internal)
Two bars on Caxton St follow me on instagram (it's a
really boring story)
Minesweeper and solitaire are the greatest games
Fan of the band peach pit

Work with others! Keeps you
sharp and accountable.

Everything but the commute

NAME MATTHEW YONG
Melbourne, Australia

Affable. Fun. qUiRkY

N
Third-year Biomedical Science Student
I enjoy collecting records, bouldering, and naturee

Participate in clubs and societies,
stay on top of uni, and don't be
afraid to say hi to your fellow peers
(everyone's looking for friends!).

Social events!

MAX CHEN
CHEN
NAME MAX
Sydney

Chill, outgoing, respectful
N
3rd Year, BBiomedSc (Internal)
- like roller coasters
- played semi professional soccer
- can speak some German

Bachelor of Science (Major in
Biomed) is more flexible than
Bachelor of Biomed Sci. Would
recommend doing BSc rather than
BBiomedSc.

Meeting up with friends

MAX ZHAO
ZHAO
NAME MAX
Sydney

Adventurous, spontaneous, nocturnal
N
2nd year Bsci (biomed + compsci)

1. Urban (or not so urban) exploration
2. Tech, especially computing
3. Food, eating and making

Always take the plunge - you’re
going to regret not going for it a lot
more than the consequences of
doing it.

Trips and hangouts after classes

NAME MAXWELL
MAXWELL
i like tiktok

📍melbourne
N

2nd year bachelor of science (cell biology) | internal
i like soggy chips (and crunchy chips but i like soggy ones
more)
i think play doh should be marketed to adults too
i dont like people whos favourite cookies are oatmeal
raisin cookies
dont procrastinate ur lectures til
swotvac (it is doable 🥴)

going to buy food with my friends
between lectures and eating while
studying

MORGAN
NAME MORGAN
Easygoing, Straightforward, Passionate

Brisbane
N

2nd year bsci biomed major internal
Procrastinating- binging netflix, gaming, reading
Travelling- roadtrips and overseas
Playing social sport - badminton, volleyball

Just relax and enjoy it while
you can

The independent lifestyle

NELUSHI
NAME NELUSHI
I was born in Sri Lanka but I was bubbly, curious and elegant
brought up in Melbourne!
Y
2nd year bachelor of biomedicine, 3rd year uni

I have a passion for fashion, aesthetics and design

To engage in all of university life to
the best of your ability!!!

Meeting new people

NIVEDHA
NAME NIVEDHA
Melbourne

Adventurous, loyal, reliable
N
3rd Year of Bachelor of Biomedical Science (internal)
I've been bungee jumping and sky diving! I want to travel
and see the world. I love the AFL

Don't beat yourself up if you're not as
Coffee & study sessions with friends
organised as you'd like to be or start
getting overwhelmed when assessment
periods come up. It's all a new
experience and it'll work itself out in the
end

OLIVIA
NAME OLIVIA
Sydney

Compassionate, supportive, easygoing
N
3rd Year + Bachelor of Science (internal)
1. I got up to second degree black belt in Taekwondo! (but I
forgot everything since it’s almost 10 years ago ;—;)
2. I like to dance (mostly kpop) and draw in my spare time.
3. I used to do bellydancing when I was a kid.

Put yourself out there, participate in Being independent and getting to
meet new people from various
social events and look out for
different degrees and backgrounds.
opportunities!

ONEEKA
NAME ONEEKA
Singapore

friendly, funny, honest
N
2nd year biomed (internal)

Im a mixed kid :)
Human radio cause i sing everywhere when ard good ppl
and vibes
Went to get covid tested 9 times - still a covid virgin tho ^^
explore everything and don't be afraid to chilling in the great court/law library
make mistakes except the obviously
dumb ones x (hint: it is possible to binge
10 weeks of lectures in one week but
you will definitely regret it....)

NAME RUBY-ROSE
RUBY-ROSE
Mackay, QLD, Australia

bubbly, cultured, patient (all of these
are according to my partner)

Y
Bachelor of Biomedical Science, 2/3rd year (internal)
Bachelor
Biomedical
Science,
2/3rd3year,
Internal
1. I’m of
a musician!
Played
violin since
yo and
guitar since 13
yo.
2. Left Australia for the first time at 18/19 yo for Japan!
3. Fav sport is F1, Red Bull is my fav team and George Russel
is my fav driver.

Everyone is unsure what they’re
doing or where they’re going, even
the confident ones! The best advice
is to never give up

freedom to study what the heart
desires; I study biomed but focus on
microbiology like I’m majoring in it. Also
taking lots of unrelated electives to my
degree!

SARAH
NAME SARAH
Sydney

Bubbly, approachable, indecisive
N
3rd Year Biomedical science (internal)
I can watch a whole kdrama series in 1 sitting
I am in the top 0.001% of Lauv's spotify listeners
I like listening to EDM

Put yourself out there - meet new
people, join as many clubs and
societies

Being able to watch lectures online
and not go to class everyday

NAME SEAN
SEAN
Sydney (Chatswood lmao)

Chef, Musician, Dumbass

N
Second year + Biomedical Science (internal)
1. I spent much of my childhood in Japan. I was even scouted by a talent
agency in Yokohama!
2. My hobbies include playing the piano, writing, cooking and watching
movies. My favourite movies recently are ‘Blade Runner 2049’ and
‘Chungking Express’.
3. I frequently shitpost on UQ and UNSW Love Letters.

Enjoy your newfound liberty. Go crazy
and party as hard as you want. Just
remember why you’re here, and never
lose sight of your true goals.

The freedom of being able to do
whatever I like whenever I like. I’ve gone
to uni with my friends at midnight just for
the lols. Oh, and also the great sense of
community within clubs and societies.

SENTHURAN
NAME SENTHURAN
Sydney NSW (Living in Brisbane city)

Approachable, Outgoing, Fun

N
3rd year biomedical science student
Love Sports especially cricket
Love watching movies
Haven’t been to the dentist in 10 years

Maintain a good study/life balance
and make sure to go out and have
fun but manage time wisely with
assessments

Modwest library and great court

TANYLLE
NAME TANYLLE
I’m Australian by nationality and
Vietnamese/British/New Zealander by ethnicity

Ambitious, Organized, Kind

Y
Third year in a Bachelor of Biomedical Science (internal)
- I lived overseas for all of my high school mostly in Thailand
- I used to do competitive swimming but now often enjoy
outdoor treks and jogs
- I love gardening and anime

Stay organized and practice past
papers for your exams. Make sure to
create networks and, most importantly,
your mental health should be your first
priority!

The community and beautiful
campus

TARA
NAME TARA
The outskirts of Lismore, NSW

Passionate. Caring. Hard working.

Y
I am a 2nd year uni student, first year of midwifery/nursing (internal)

1. I'm an identical twin
2. Books are great fun (even for study purposes)
3. Hanging out with friends is always a good option

Work hard, avoid procrastinating, and
I enjoy meeting new people, while
get into good habits early. There is
learning new things.
always time for friends, partners and
family when a consistent study plan is in
place.

VICTOR
NAME VICTOR
Sydney

Trying to bulk
N
2nd Year BN/MD (Internal)
Avid Taro Smoothie enjoyer
Avid Blackpink fan
Avid Lewis Hamilton stan

Clinical Placement

Chillax g

VICTORIA
NAME VICTORIA
Born and raised in Brisbane,
Chinese ethnicity

Pick me girl! Jks HAHAHA. I’d think
bright, thoughtful and hard working.

Y
Second year, biomedical science (internal)
Love photography and cinematography
Fluent in Chinese speaking and reading (can speak
Sichuan Dialect for those who know)
My cat has an Instagram account :)
Life advice: live life like u own it (which
u do)
Uni advice: actually pay attention in
class and you’ll find urself ahead of
others already (way too underrated)

Uq lakes no doubt (before the flood
tho)

VINUTHI
NAME VINUTHI
Melbourne

friendly, easy-going, efficient
N
3rd year, Biomed (internal)
- just adopted a cat (but i still love dogs)!
- i've never broken a bone
- one of the laziest (and sorta terrible) cooks you'll ever
meet

don't hold back! start your degree
with a bang :)

meeting tons of different people from
different places

